INTRODUCTION
We explore a beautiful idea originated by Bob Floyd about 20 years ago; namely, treating machines, in particular pushdown machines, as being made up of a finite number of devices that form transition Systems, and treating instruction (or transition) séquences as first-class objects. The idea has resurfaced twice since Kurki-Suonio [6] investigated their basic properties in 1975. First, Jonathan Goldstine, in a séquence of three articles [2, 3, 4 ] rediscovered Floyd's idea and he applied it to AFA theory and to the theory of pushdown and Turing machines. Second, Floyd and Beigel have written a text [1] on the language of machines that develops the ideas rigorously and also applies them consistently to the standard collection of machines that are studied in a first theory of computation course. Wood [11] is also using this approach in the second édition of his text.
Based on the state diagram approach to pushdown machines, we can show that the sets of well-formed instruction séquences are context-free. Therefore we can apply any of the context-free pumping lemmas to them. We can then combine knowledge of the pumping positions of an instruction séquence with properties of the underlying pushdown machine to pro vide contradictions.
We believe that it is, in gênerai, easier to prove pumping lemmas for context-free grammars than it is to prove pumping lemmas for pushdown machines. There have been few attempts to prove pumping lemmas for pushdown machines directly. One exception can be found in Floyd and Beigel's text [1] , As a resuit, we can apply pumping lemmas for contextfree languages to instruction-sequence languages of pushdown machines to give system-dependent pumping lemmas for pushdown machines. We apply these system-dependent pumping lemmas to establish three results about pushdown languages.
The first application, in Section 4, is to reprove two well-known results; namely, the languages are not deterministic context-free languages. The second application, in Section 5, is to prove that the language {ab h ab i2 a... ab il :t^>2 and i t = ij for some j, 1 ^ j < t} has nondeterminism-degree complexity fi(log n). We begin, in Section 2, by explicating the relationship between instruction séquences for pushdown machines and context-free languages. Then in Section 3 we recall two pumping lemmas and discuss system-dependent and systern-independent pumping lemmas.
PRELIMBVARIES
We give a nonstandard définition of a pushdown machine that is similar to the définition of Floyd (see the report of Kurki-Suonio [6] and the text of Floyd and Beigel [1] ).
Given an alphabet E, we let SA dénote E U {À} and E" 1 dénote {aT l : a G E}. We treat a" 1 as the right inverse of a; thus, aa" 1 = À.
Given the identities aaT 1 = À, for all a G S, a string x G (EUE^1)* is well formed with content y G S* if either x G E* and x -y, or x -uaoT 1 v, for some u and f in (E U E" 1 )*, and uv is well formed with content y. Each well-formed string in (S U S" 1 )* corresponds to exactly one content string; thus, we dénote the content of a well-formed string x G (S U S" 1 )* by content (x). When the content of a string x is A, we say that the string is balanced.
We need the notion of a restricted morphism, called a projection. Given two alphabets S and F such that S Q F, a fonction 7T£ is a projection with respect to F if, for ail a G £, TT^: (a) = a and, for ail a ^ S, 7r^ (a) = À. Clearly, a projection is a morphism that preserves some symbols and erases others; thus, it has a natural inverse. An inverse projection -K^1 : E* -> 2 r * is defined by, for ail a; G S*, We specify a pushdown machine M with a tuple (Q, S, F, 6, s, F, Z), where Q is a state alphabet, S is an input alphabet, F is a pushdown alphabet, 6 Ç Q x S^F" 1 F* x Q is a finite transition relation, where F" 1 = {a" 1 : a G F}, 5 is a start state, F Q Q is a set of final states, and Z G F is the initial pushdown symbol. The inverse pushdown symbol a" 1 dénotes the pop opération that pops the symbol a from the top of the pushdown, whereas a string x G F* dénotes the push opération that pushes the string x onto the top of the pushdown. Observe that we view M as a finite-state machine (or transition System) with input alphabet {x : 0, x, q) G S}.
Given a pushdown machine M =(Q, S, F, 6, 5, F, Z), we consider a tuple in 6 to be an instruction and we define an instruction séquence as follows. A séquence Z po x\ p\ * • • x m p m is an instruction séquence if po --5 and (pi, Xi+i, Pï+i) G 5, 0 < i < m. It is a well-formed instruction séquence if, in addition, Tr^ur-1 (^Po %i Pi * * * %mPm) is well formed.
We associate three languages with a pushdown machine M -(Q, S, F, 6, 5, F, Z). First, we have the instruction séquence language, ISL(M), that is defined by
ISL(M) = {ZpQXipi '-XmPrn : Z PQ X\ p\ '-XmP
is an instruction séquence and p m G F}.
Second, we have the well-formed instruction séquence language, WFL (Af), that is defined by The first language is regular since its séquences are given by paths in the state diagram of the machine. The second language is context-free since its séquences are given by paths in the state diagram of the machine that manipulate the pushdown correctly. The third language corresponds to one définition of acceptance by a pushdown machine, namely, acceptance by final state. (If we want to accept by final state and empty pushdown, then we must use balanced instruction séquences, based on balanced pushdown strings rather than on well-formed instruction séquences.) We now express WFL (Af) and L (M) in terms of ISL (M) using the Dyck language, Drur-1 * over the alphabet F U F" 1 , and the language Ppur-1 of préfixes of all strings in Dpur- 1 • The Dyck language, £> rur -i, is defined as the set of all balanced strings over (F U F"" 1 )*, whereas Prur-1 is the set of all well-formed strings over (F U F" 1 )*. We interpret a symbol as a left-labeled bracket and an inverse symbol as a right-labeled bracket We can now express WFL (M) is terms of ISL (M) as follows:
Note that these simple équations establish that every pushdown language is a context-free language. If we prefer to have pushdown machines accept strings by both final state and empty pushdown, then we must replace the Dyck prefix language with the Dyck language in the équation that expresses
WFL (M) is terms of ISL(M).

PUSHDOWN MACHINES AND PUMPING
There are two varieties of pumping lemmas for language families. First, we have the system-dependent pumping lemmas that present a pumping lemma in terms of a class of language-description Systems. For example, we can give a pumping lemma for context-free grammars that describes pumping for syntax trees, which are sufficiently tall. Similarly, we can give a pumping lemma for deterministic finite-state machines that describes pumping for computations that are sufficiently long.
Second, we have system-independent pumping lemmas that present pumping lemmas without any référence to a language-description System. The following pumping lemma for context-free languages has this form. We will use it in Section 4. 
We also recall the following pumping lemma for context-free languages (see Harrison's text [5] for more details). We use it in Section 5. 
2. Either S lt 5 2 , S 3 £ 0 or S 3 , 5 4 , #> / 0.
Since we can always transform system-dependent pumping lemmas into system-independent pumping lemmas, why do we make the distinction? The reason is simple. We can use system-dependent pumping lemmas to provide system-dependent information about sentences and their génération or acceptance. We will demonstrate this idea in both Sections 4 and 5. are not deterministic context-free languages. Since the family of deterministic context-free languages is defined by the class of deterministic pushdown machines that accept by final state, it is exactly the set of languages L (M), where M is a deterministic pushdown machine. We begin by defining this subclass of pushdown machines. A pushdown machine (Q, £, F, 6, s, F, Z) is deterministic if it satisfies the following two conditions.
1. For all p G Q, for all iEE^, and for all B G F, there is at most one instruction of the form (p, AB" 1 x, q) in <5.
For all p G Q and for all B E F, if there is an instruction of the form (p, B~x x, q) in <5, then for all a G S, there is no instruction of the form O, aB~ly, r) in 6.
Without more ado we reprove the following theorem using our new technique. THEOREM Proof: We argue by contradiction. If H is deterministic context-free, then clearly the language H f -H n (6a+ 6)* is also deterministic contextfree. Assume that H' = L (M) for some deterministic pushdown machine M =(Q, S, T, <5, 5, F, Z), where S = {a, 6}. Since WFL (M) is contextfree and infinité, we can apply the context-free pumping lemma (Lemma 3.1) to it. Thus, there is a constant p > 0 such that, for ail strings W in WFL (M) of length at least p, we can décompose W into uvxyz, where \vy\ > 1 and \vxy\ ^ p, and, for ail i ^ 0, w* xy 2 z G WFL (M).
We consider the pumping of the well-formed instruction séquence W whose input string w = 7T£ (W) = 6a p 66a p 6&a p 66a p è. If TT^ (V) or 7rs (y) belongs to £+ -a + , then we obtain a contradiction by considering the string 7T£ (uv 2 xy 2 z) which is not in H f . If TT^ (V) = TT^ (y) = A, then W and wu 2 xy 2 z are two different well-formed instruction séquences that correspond to the input string w, an impossibility since M is deterministic. Thus, necessarily TT^; (vy) G a + .
We now consider the string uvof executing a null-input instruction (pj, z^+i, Pi+i), the machine can read the next input symbol a. have constant nondeterminism-degree complexity.
Salomaa and Yu [8] conjectured that there is an infinité hierarchy of nondeterminism-degree complexity classes of context-free languages. The only result, however, has been the démonstration that there is a context-free language with nondeterminism-degree complexity o;(l). We now use the transformation of pumping lemmas for context-free languages into pumping lemmas for pushdown machines to improve this result. We show that there is a context-free language that has nondeterminism-degree complexity Q (log n). Proof: Let M be a pushdown machine that accepts if. Without loss of* generality we assume that each nondetenninistic step of a computation has exactly two choices. Since WFL (M) is a context-free language, it satisfies the positional pumping lemma (Lemma 3.2) for context-free languages. Let p be the constant for WFL (M) in the pumping lemma and let m > p be a constant. Consider the following m strings:
It is clear that wj~ E K, 1 ^ k ^ m. Choose Wi and WJ such that i < j, and let Ci and Cj be two well-formed instruction séquences of M for the acceptance of Wi and WJ, respectively. It is easy to see that Ci ^ Cj since Wi ^ WJ . We now prove by contradiction that Ci is not a prefix of Cj.
We assume that Ci is a prefix of Cj and we apply the pumping lemma to Cj. We choose the first p appearances of b in the last group of bs as the distinguished positions in Cj for the pumping lemma. It is easy to verify that in a décomposition Cj = uvxyz given by the pumping lemma, y must contain d of the p distinguished positions, for some 1 ^ d < p, and v necessarily contains d appearances of 6s from the jth group of &s (and no other bs). When stating that y (or v) contains an appearance of the symbol 6 in a spécifie group of bs, we mean that in the décomposition Wj = 7TS (^) 7TE {v) 7Tx; (x) 7T£ (y) 7T£; (z) the substring TT^ {y) (or 7T£ {V)) contains an appearance of the symbol b in this group. Thus the two instruction séquences of M on W{ and wj differ at some point earlier than final instructions. Not that this statement holds for any i and j, 1 ^ i, j < m, such that i ^ j. Therefore, we can consider the instruction séquences as a binary tree with the start state as the root and nondeterministic steps as branches. Since there are m frontier nodes, there is one path from the root to the frontier that passes through at least log m branch points. In other words, there is necessarily an i, 1 £ i ^ m, such that the computation of wi takes at least log m nondeterministic steps. Let n be the length of Wi. Because n ~ m 2 , log m is fi (log n) and we have shown that the nondeterminism-degree complexity of K is fï (log n).
•
CONCLUSIONS
We have combined context-free pumping lemmas and the Floydian view of pushdown machines to synthesize machine-specific pumping lemmas. Based on this approach we have obtained elegant and short proofs that two well-known context-free languages are not deterministic. Our expérience is that these proofs are the simplest to understand. In the second édition of his text [11] , the second author uses this approach. We believe that the approach shows great promise from both the pedagogie and research points of view. To demonstrate the second claim, we have established the first nontrivial lower bound for nondeterminism-degree complexity of a context-free language. We anticipate that the application of the Floyd-pumping synthesis will provide further insight and clarification of the conjectured nondeterminism-degree hierarchy.
